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 Defence procurement is broken in Canada, due to an inability to follow schedules  

 The Department of National Defence (DND) has been running a couple of pilot programs over 
the past year:  methodology program evaluation which allows review of technology and risk 
analysis;  a training program (per-type scheduling) that provides tools and techniques to 
practitioners; and Monte Carlo simulations  

 The goal is to provide decision makers with data for better decisions; a dynamic scheduling 
allows for changes to occur (greater flexibility)  

 We can learn from Australia. Despite the distance, there are many key similarities: 

o Large land mass; economies based on resources; small but high-tech military; organized 
workforce. 

o Key differences that affect scheduling are: a lack of proximity to the U.S., which creates 
separate supply chain complications; Australia has run defence procurement entirely 
through the Ministry of Defence (centralized agencies are involved in the planning & 
approval processes) for at least the last ten years; Australia keeps a 10-year Defence 
Investment Program (revised every year). 

o Australia doesn’t have the year-on-year appropriation problems that the U.S. might have  

 Scheduling cannot happen without foundations: making an early estimate of what you are trying 
to do is very important. There needs to be two things: (1) clarity about what the project is trying 
to achieve, and (2) making sure that there is a consensus for that, and that it is stable and 
anchored in strategy  

 Getting acquisition strategy formulated up front has been quite important  

o The biggest risk to scheduling is continuity, and learning from disasters in the 
shipbuilding industry helps identifying gaps in shipbuilding that have led to loss of 
capability  

o Trying to create a continuous naval shipbuilding strategy so resources are not lost later 
on  

o Not about blue-collared welders; but naval architects, marine engineers and project 
managers are often lost to the resource industry -> this has been a focus for the 
foundations  
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 Canada realized about 20 years ago that there was a lot of room for improvement in how we 
were delivering large, complex projects (i.e., major project infrastructure such as bridges and 
hospitals).  

 UK and Australia were ahead of the curve after an analysis had demonstrated that almost 
every project was being delivered over budget with significant delays: 90% of the triggers could 
be controlled by the owners, at all of which things Canada could do better; projects were being 
announced before any substantive planning or estimates had taken place;  announcements were 
being made while continuing to progress the definition of the requirement; original scheduling 
ends up being off due to uncertainty, due to a lack of foundation to provide estimates with any 
degree of certainty; contract models being used led project requirements to get redefined, which 
affects costs and schedule  

 The Canadian government found that there was a very strong link between procurement and 
contract models. The government could bring about and compel owner teams to freeze 
definition of requirements with respect to design, costing and schedule, rendering making 
changes post-contract awards difficult.   

 There have been significant changes in the culture; a lot more work is done before 
projects are approved. Requirements have been pushed down to owner-teams, which increases 
visibility to the approval process.  

 To improve scheduling, we have to understand project scheduling is a profession. 

 We have to establish a trust factor between schedulers and managers. Scheduler must 
understand that a manager is on their team and is trying to help. Project schedulers need to be 
able to communicate; and we need to treat the interface between management 
and the scheduler in a way that facilitates the communication necessary for the success of the 
project.  

 There needs to be a degree of expertise to schedule a project. Learning needs to develop 
throughout the project, rather than post facto. It can be done through breaking a project into 
stages; rolling scheduling; honest reviews and reflections to learn inside the project  

 In shipbuilding, there is the notion of learning curve: if the third ship takes as long as the first, 
then you are in trouble). And scheduling is built upon that learning curve.  

 At the end of the day. this is about people. The emphasis should be on developing 
the professionalization of the people involved (schedulers, project managers)   

 

QUESTION: Do you have suggestions for how embarking on this kind of change 
initiative can be sustained over time and how to ensure its adoption is widespread enough to 
actually affect real change?  

 For things to change people have to recognize that there will be discomfort. There is a need to 
dig into the why to undo behaviours; to understand it is important to promote realistic 
scheduling; to prove out the concept through pilot projects, smaller projects; to build on 
successes; and to get strong leadership support and get the message down through the 
organization  
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 We ought to figure out how to put risk analysis into standard operating procedure, into part of 
the schedule improvement package. We do not know how long it is going to take when you are 
just looking at the deterministic schedule. 

 All sorts of elements need to go into scheduling: estimating errors/bias that must be dealt with; 
project specific risks (what is the technology, where is the language, systemic risk – do you have 
enough people on your team with enough expertise?); and risk mitigation (can prioritize risk) 

 To measure success, we need to look at 3 main areas: education (improving training), better 
practices, and better scheduling methodologies (Monte Carlo, Critical Path methodologies). 

 Success can be summarized simply with the question “can we deliver projects to the schedule we 
have proposed?” There are triple constraints: capability and primacy of equipment, fiscally 
responsible, and timely delivery. There will always be challenges and tension between elements   

 There has been discussion on different agile processes that will allow us to contract in different 
ways. Setting requirements early is difficult, due to the evolution of threats and 
the obsolescence of technology.  

 The future of procurement has to be agile: arrangements moving forward need to be flexible. 
The waterfall process of selective decommission has been turned on its head by agile. The Pace 
of need and evolving threats can make things obsolete very quickly 

 We have seen a lot of innovation using AI and technologies within the supply-chain on capital 
projects and infrastructure in Canada. These technologies have allowed those suppliers to 
actually commit to cost and schedule, meaning the owner ends up in oversight and monitoring 
role  

 Alliance-type contacting models in infrastructure are using innovative technologies 
and predictive analytics to figure out hotspots as projects are executed to aid in the decision-
making process in real time.  
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